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Summary

This is the report of the Higgs and Technicolor
Subgroup of the Beyond the Standard Model Group at the
DPF Summer Study. The official members of the sub
group were Charles Baltay, Estia Eichten, Peter Igo
Kemenes, and Kenneth Lane. In addition, we received
wisdom on many matters from Ian Hinchliffe, Harris Ka
gan, Gordy Kane, Lawrence Littenberg, Martin Perl,
Michael Peskin, and other members of the various col
lider working groups.

We review the properties of elementary Higgs me
sons occurring in SU(2) @ U(l) electroweak models with
one or more Higgs doublets and of technipions expected
in models in which the symmetry breaking is dynamical
in origin. We discuss their couplings to ordinary mat
ter, paying special attention to similarities and dif
ferences between couplings of elementary Higgses and
technipions to specific channels. We also stress which
couplings are reliably model-independent and which are
not. We use these results to discuss the most likely
production and detection modes of these mesons in e+e-,
hadron-hadron and ep colliders and we show how to dis
tinguish experimentally among the various scenarios for
the scalar sector.

I. Introduction

The structure of the scalar sector of the electro
weak interactions is perhaps the greatest mystery of
high-energy physics. Even assuming that the gauge and
fermion sectors are correctly described by the standard
SU(2) @ U(l) model of Glashow, Weinberg and Salam,l We
are still completely ignorant of the precise mechanism
by which SU(2) @ U(l) is spontaneously broken down to
electromagnetic U(l). Of course, we all believe that
the so-called Higgs mechanism2 is responsible, that it
gives masses both to electroweak gauge bosons w± and
zO and to quarks and charged leptons. But, with only
one rather indirect exception,3 we haven't a shred of
experimental evidence that this is true nor, if it is,
of what the Higgs sector consists and how it works dy
namically. Settling these issues, we believe, is the
most important task of high-energy physics experiments
in this decade.4

Currently, there are two general and quite dis
tinct scenarios for the Higgs sector. In the first,
elementary (i.e., pointlike) scalar mesons are assign
ed to one or more doublets of the weak SU(2) group.
The electrically neutral components of these doublets
are assumed to develop vacuum expectation values. Just
why this happens no one knows; but, once it does,
SU(2) @ U(l) breaks to U(l)EM while fermions coupled to
the Higgs mesons acquire mass. In the earliest discus
sions of SU(2) 0 U(l), it was assumed that only one
Higgs doublet was present, and much of electroweak
phenomenology (not to mention planning for experiments)
has incorporated this assumption. In fact, there can
be any number of Higgs doublets. The questions of how
many there are, what are the masses of the physical
scalars that survive the Higgs mechanism, what are
their couplings to ordinary matter and so on can only
be settled experimentally.

The second scenario goes under the general rubric
of dynamical symmetry breaking, or "technicolor" for

short. This program attempts to give a dynamical ex
planation, in terms of new strong interactions at ~ 1 TeV,
for the breakdown of SU(2) ~ U(l) 5,6 and the appear
ance of quark and lepton masses. 7 ,8 Here, spinless mes
ons composed of technifermion-antifermion pairs play the
role of the pointlike mesons of elementary Higgs models.
The lightest and most accessible of these are called
"technipions". While the idea of dynamical symmetry
breaking is very attractive and natural, no phenomeno
logically acceptable technicolor model has been con
structed. Thus, many important details of the scalar
sector of technicolor are not settled theoretically - a
failing they share with multi-doublet models of the el
ementary Higgs scenario. In any case, whether electro
weak symmetry breaking is dynamically induced at 1 TeV
or not is a question that must be answered. If the
breaking is dynamical, mapping out the spectrum of
technipions can determine their fundamental constitu
ents, just as was done for the ordinary strong interac
tions.

Fortunately, the experiments of this decade can ex
plore the scalar sector, distinguish between the two
scenarios and, possibly, select among the various possi
bilities within each scenario. The purpose of this re
port is to spell out how the job can be done. We hope
this report is useful to experimentalists, the intended
audience.

In Section II we give a lightning review of the
standard model with a single elementary Higgs doublet.
This model has one observable scalar, HO. This summary
of its properties and techniques for its discovery is
included for completeness and as a contrast to the dis
cussion of multi-doublet and technicolor models in
Sec tions III and IV.

Section III is devoted to a detailed discussion and
comparison of the general properties of charged and neu
tral Higgses and technipions. We begin with some of
the motivations for going beyond the standard one-dou
blet model. Then we catalog the types of technipions
and other technihadrons that may occur, using a toy mo
del due to Farhi and Susskind9 as an example. Finally,
we discuss what is known about the couplings of Higgses
and technipions to ordinary matter, with special atten
tion to the differences that will distinguish between
them. We have taken extra care to emphasize which pro
perties are model-independent, hence reliably known, and
which are not and based merely on educated guesses.

The production and detection of the electroweak
scalars in e+e-, hadron-hadron and ep colliders are
discussed in Section IV. The couplings to ordinary
matter tabulated in Section III are used to focus on
the most promising means for discovering them and dif
ferentiating between the two scenarios. There we have
touched only lightly on the important question of the
character and estimates of backgrounds to various pro
cesses. We feel this can be well done only by the con
cerned experimentalists and the reader is referred to
such discussions elsewhere in these proceedings.

Our main conclusions are these: (1) An e+e- col
lider with luminosity P 2 X 1031 at toponium and the ZO
can, with relative ease, discover most scalars eXisting
be low ~ 45 GeV in mass and resolve the elementary versus
dynamical issue. Ultrahigh energy and luminosity e+e-
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that rna ~ 5 GeV.

The branching ratios for HO-decay are shown in
Fig. I for 5 GeV ~ ffiH ~ 50 GeV14 (assuming mt = 20 GeV).
If rna ~ 10 GeV, mixing with the 3Po-states of the 1-sys
tem can become important. I5 This gives a complicated de
pendence of decay modes on mass shown in Fig. 2. The
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Fig. 1. Decay modes of a neutral Higgs boson with mass
between 5 and 50 GeV, taken from Ref. 14.
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colliding linacs copiously produce all charged techni
pions. (2) pp and pp collider experiments can produce
and detect only the limited class of technipions cou
pling strongly to gluons and, probably, none of the
elementary Higgs mesons. However, given the time scale
for completion of various machines, TEV I may well make
the first discovery of a technipion - if it exists.
(3) ep colliders are limited to production of heavy
colored technipions which couple to a quark-lepton pair
or to a gluon plus photon. Observable rates probably
require Is ~ 1 TeV.

A. Properties of HO

II. The Standard Model With a Single Higgs Doublet

Finally, we should mention those other main cur
rents of theoretical thought which we shall not cover
explicitly. These include the scalar sector of
"standard" grand-unified models, left-right symmetric
models and supersymmetric electroweak or grand-unified
models. To a large extent, the low-energy scalar sec
tor of these models is phenomenologically similar to
the elementary Higgs cases discussed here. Of course,
we refer the reader to the appropriate group reports
in the proceedings.

Unfortunately, the mass of HO is a free parameter
of the model and, so, is completely unknown. Various
theoretical and phenomenological arguments put the fol
lowing very loose bounds on DR: 13

Much of what we say here is not new. This report
has benefitted from a number of previous reviews, spe
cifically those in Ref. 10 on the standard Higgs, HO,
and charged Higgses and those in Ref. lIon techni
pions. Also, as noted in the text, we have relied on
various preliminary reports of the e+e- and hadron
hadron working groups at the Summer Study. This report
largely may be viewed as a condensate of all those more
detailed ones.

The electroweak gauge group SU(2) ® U(l) with a
single complex SU(2)-doublet of elementary (point like)
Higgs mesons ~ is sufficient to describe practically
all known weak and electromagnetic phenomena. In this
model, three of the four real component fields of ~

combine with the w+, W- and ZO as they become mas
sive,l,2 leaving behind only a single neutral Higgs
scalar, Ho . 12 Because this minimal model is so simple,
the elementary couplings of HO to ordinary matter
quarks, leptons and weak gauge bosons - are precisely
known. The relevant couplings we shall need for pro
duction and decay of HO are those to fermions,

In discussing the production and decay of HO, therefore,
the best one can do is use Eqs.(l) and (2), together
with calculations of induced HO couplings to photons,
etc., to give expectations of what will happen for var
ious ranges of mao In this section, we shall assume
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where mf is the so-called current-algebra mass of quark
or lepton f, and those to electroweak bosons,

].

s. = [glJo W+W-,IJo+t(g2+g/2)~1Jo Z"ZIJo]Ho , (2)
lI.(WW+ZZ) w IJo z ...

]. 2
where g = e/sin8w, (g2+ g /2)2 - 2e/sin28w, sin 8w ""
0.22, and IJow and IJoz are the w± and ZO masses, respec
tively. Note that there is no elementary coupling of
HO to photons.



(5)o(pp - HOX -1Jo+1Jo -X)

o(pp-IJo+IJo-X)

Ellis Gaillard and Nanopoulos lO proposed produc
tion of HO' from valence and sea quarks in the nucleon
and detection via the 1Jo+1Jo- decay mode of HO• They find

1.

mention in the literature are discussed here.

o + -
pp or pp _ HO + X via Quark Fusion; H - IJo IJo

Quarkonium _ HO + Y1.

B.

important thing to remember is that HO couples to fer
mion mass, r(HO-tf)ccGFm~, with a 1lUJ1tiplicative fac
tor of 3 if f is a color-triplet quark. Unless there
are very heavy quarks or leptons coupling to H

O
, the

modes HO _ wIW- and ZOZO become dominant for rna > 21Joz :.
200 GeV. From all this, it is clear that HO is best
searched for by missing-mass techniques.

Production and Detection of HO in e+e- Colliders

C. Production and Detection of HO in Hadron-Hadron
Colliders

Discovery of the HO at existing or proposed pp and
pp colliders will be a difficult, if not impossible,
task. Three of the more promising production modes
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To avoid the suppression factor G~ in HO-produc
tion due to its direct coupling to light quarks, Georgi,
et al., proposed a gluon-fusion mechanism. 20 Here, HO

is produced through its coupling to a pair of gluons, a
coupling which is not suppressed when it is induced by
heavy quark loops for which IlIq ~.2 l11H. For quark mass
es satisfying this inequality, the quark-mass dependence

2. HO From Gluon-Gluon Fusion

MH
Mz

Fig. 3. Decay rates for f(ZO_Ho +Y)/f(ZO_IJo+IJo-) and
r{Zo _Ho +1Jo-1Jo- or e+e-)/r{zo- 1Jo+1Jo-) for different
values of ~/mz; taken from Ref. 18.

From Eq.(l) and Fig. 1, it is clear that
B(HO -1Jo+1Jo-) < 3 X 10-4 (for ffiH ="5 GeV) , and it falls to
8 X 10.6 for ma > 2mt assuming a 20 GeV top-quark mass.
Thus, this method amounts to looking for a peak for
which the signal-to-background is at most 10-6 ,

where ~/ma is the lJo-pair invariant mass resolution at
the Higgs mass. rnn/6ma is unlikely to be much larger
than 10. The factor of 10- 3 come from assuming an
SU(3)-invariant sea and is due to the smallness of
GFm2 (ffis:'175 MeV). Thus, Eq.(5) is a drastic over
esti~te for production in the case of pp collisions
because the Drell-Yan cross section in the denominator
is dominated by valence quark-antiquark annihilation.

(4)

2.

where rnv =0 2mq . Consider toponium, (;=Vt , for example
(m(; ~ 40GeV). So long as rna ~ O.9mb and there are ~
charged Higgses less massive than tlie t-quark (see
Sec. III), Eq. (4) implies that B«(;_HOy) ~0.2'o. With
good photon detection and energy resolution (~y/Ey :.

0.1 E~~), there should be no problem reaching this

limit. lO Either the HO can be found at toponium, or a
very interesting lower bound on its mass on its mass
will be set.

e+e- - ZO :.. HOZo . ZO - j,+r
real virtual' virtual

Finally, if ~ > 45 GeV, the only resort in lepton
colliders is to crank up the energy well above the ZO
mass and again take advantage of the large HOZoZo_
coupling. The final Z~eal probably is best detected in
its e+e--decay mode. For is $ 175 GeV and! = 2 X
1031 cm-2 sec-I, this method is sensitive to Higgs
masses ~ 60 GeV.

3.

As can be seen from Eq. (2), there is no elementary
HOZoY-coupling, so e+e- - Z~ al - HOy is not a very
good way to search for HO• ~owever, the relatively
large HOZoZo-coupling makes e+e- - Z~eal - H°j,+j,- a vi
able way to search for Ho .17 The rate relative to
ZO - 1Jo+1Jo- is plotted in Fig. 318 as a function of HO_
mass. Assuming an integrated luminosity yielding ~ 107
ZO/year, we see that this method is sensitive to
ffiH $ 45 GeV (corresponding to ~ 30 events/year). The
best resolution on rna will come from ~oncentrating on
e+e- pairs, for which ~e/Ee :. 0.1 E;~. This implies lO

an acceptably small error ($ 25%) on ffiH for ffiH ~ 20 GeV.
Furthe~ore, the backgrounds to this process, ZO - qq 
e+e-ve v X and e+e- - e+e-qq for example, should be rela
tively easy to cut away. For ffiH < 20 GeV, (; - HOy pro
bably is a better way to find HO. See M. Goldberg's
report, and references therein, for further details. 19

In closing this discussion, we mention that the
development and implementation of vertex detectors
which can find the decay kinks of T'S, c's and b's re
sulting from HO-decay can enhance substantially the
probability of finding HO in each of these e+e- pro
duction mechanism.

Since HO couples to fermion mass (Eq.(l», the
decay rate to HOy of a heavy qq 3S l bound state, Vq ,
can be appreciable. Relative to the electronic width,
the rate is16
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drops out and the production cross section is propor
tional to a~ GF Nr, where Nf is the number of contri
buting heavy quark flavors. The authors calculated the
production cross section in pp collisions up to IS =
400 GeV. It is ~ 30 pb for mu ~ 5 GeV, falling to 1 pb
for llIfI ~ 70 GeV. (See Fig. 4.) The problem still is:
How is one to detect HO? Even ignoring the difficulty
of making invariant mass plots of T+T-, ce, bb and so
on, each of these Higgs decay modes must lie on a hor
rendous background. We believe this method will not
work, but defer to the judgement of anyone who has
given this mechanism more careful thought.

3. Associated Production of HO With ZO or W± Zl

This method, which relies on the relatively large
HOZoZo and H°w+w- couplings, is the hadr~nic collider
analog of the HO search in e+e--Zo_H°,e ,e- and it
seems the most promising. The pp and Pg cross sections
for HoZo/HOW± + anything, relative to Z /W± + anything,
are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. For the interesting mass
range ~ ~ 10 GeV, the cross section is small and fall
ing rapidly with increasing mn.

For llIfI < ~z, t.-t. Chau Wang has suggested con
centrating on ZO - HOZo - H°,e+,e- and looking for a burnp
at M,e+,t- = IJo z -llIfI in the dilepton invariant mass dis
tribution. 22 For ~ = 15 GeV and Isabelle parameters,
IS = 800 GeV and r.l:dt = 1040 cm- Z in 107 sec, she pre
dicts an excess o~ ~ 200 events in the bump between 60
and 80 GeV. (The excess is ~ 1 event for TEV I para
meters.) To reduce backgrounds due to YV and ZO, she
suggests triggering on a third, low-energy lepton re
sulting from semileptonic decay of Higgs decay pro
ducts. From Fig. 5b, it is clear that this proposal is
useful only for ron ~ ZO GeV. For 20 GeV ~ ron ~ 2iJoz ~

ZOO GeV, discovery of HO by associated production will
require detection and reconstruction of its decay pro
ducts in addition to tri~gering on ZO or W±. For ~ >
200 GeV, HO - ZOZO and ~- are its major decay modes.
Then one can attempt to trigger on two or three elec-

1000,---------r----,------.------==1

Fig. 4. dGJI/dyl = 0 as a.. function of H mass, taken
from Ref. 20. E~ch shaded band represents a different
center-of-mass energy; IS = Z7.4 GeV (slash up to the
right), IS = 60 GeV (dot), and IS = 400 GeV (slaSh up
to the left).

troweak bosons - a striking signal with a dreadfully
small rate at existing and proposed colliders

To sum up: If HO exists and is less massive than
~60GeV, it should be possible to discover it with rela
tive ease at e+e- colliders, assuming tEP II energies
and luminosities ~ 2 X 1031 cm- 2 sec-I. We emphasize
that the simplest method probably is toponium _ HO + Y
if HO is light enough. By contrast, production and,
especially, detection of HO in proposed pp and pp col
liders will be very difficult.
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Fig. 5. Rate of associated production of the Higgs
meson with w± or with Z, versus MR, expressed as a
fraction of total w± or Z production (from Ref. 21):
(a) In pp collisions at IS = 540 GeV. (b) In pp col
lisions at IS = 800 GeV. Production with w± is indica
ted by the dotted bands, with Z indicated by slashes.
Bands are shown for IJow = 60 GeV (~z = 77 GeV) [lower
curves] and for IJow = 90 GeV (~z = 99 GeV) [upper
curves]. Kands indicate the range of variation due to
different quark-distribution-function parametrizations.
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In large part, it is this theoretical sloppiness
with Higgs masses that has motivated the more ambitious
attempts to go beyond the standard model - those associ
ated with the terms dynamical symmetry breaking (techni
color/hypercolor) and supersymmetry (which we won't dis
cuss here; see I. Hinchliffe's report in these proceed
ings).

Finally, as in the case of the one-doublet model,
the masses of Higgses in the multi-doublet models are
almost completely unconstrained. On theoretical grounds,
they must be ~ 1 TeV.lO The fact that b-quark decays
are not dominated by b - H-c or H-u implies that charged
Higgses must be more massive than mb ~ 5 GeV. That is
all one can say.

matter so that, unfortunately, the precision of Eqs.(l)
and (2) no longer holds. Rather than discuss them here,
it is illuminating to compare and contrast these cou
plings with those of the technipions which will be in
troduced shortly. The discussion appears in Sec. III-C.

(b1
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III. Technicolor, Charged Higgses and All That

A. Motivations for Going Beyond the Standard Model

Fig. 6. Rate of associated production of the Higgs
meson with w+, W-, or Z, versus energy /s, eKpressed
as a fraction of total w+, W-, or Z production (from
Ref. 21). (a) In pp collisions. (b) In pp collisions.
Rates are shown for several MH values, all using
~ = 75 GeV (JJ.z = 86.6 GeV).

An SU(2) 0 U(l) model with two elementary Higgs
doublets has eight spin less fields - four charged and
four neutral. One neutral and two charged mesons are
eaten by zo and w± in the Higgs mechanism, leaving be
hind as physical scalars H±, HO , HO' and HO".28 A mo
del with three or more doublets has an even richer
spectrum. The existence of one or more extra doublets
implies additional freedom, in the form of miXing an
gles, in the couplings of H± and the HO's to ordinary

For as long as people have been investigating
gauge models of the electroweak interactions, they have
been unable to resist the temptation to generalize
complicate if you will, the standard model containing
a single elementary Higgs doublet. Even within the
strict confines of an SU(2) 0 U(l) gauge group and all
the experiments supporting it, there is much room for
generalization. In particular SU(2) ® U(l) with any
number of elementary Higgs doublets is consistent with
all experiments. 3

Very briefly, "dynamical syrrrnetry breaking" refers
to the theoretical possibility of generating spontaneous
breakdown of the electroweak gauge group SU(2) 0 U(l)
to electromagnetic U(l) 5,6 without the introduction of
elementary Higgs multiplets. In this scenario, unlike
elementary-Higgs models, the size of the Fermi constant,

_1
GF 2 ~ 300 GeV, has a simple dynamical origin: There is
a new strong gauge interaction, technicolor, whose char
acteristic scale hrc is analogous to AqCD' Technifermi
ons, analogous to quarks, interact via TC-boson ex
change. Just like quarks, they acquire mass dynamically
and, as a consequence of Goldstone's theorem, massless
pseudoscalar bound states of technifermions are formed.
If technifermions couple to SU(2) 0 U(l) in the same
way that quarks and leptons ~o, i.e., one chirality in
doublets, the other in singlets, then three of the mass
less "technipions" are eaten by W± and ZO. The ~uge
bosons acquire mass IJow = t gFTT and IJoz = t,J g2 +g dFTT '"

IJow/cosew, where FTT is the technipion decay constant,
analogous to f TT = 95 MeV for ordinary pions. Thus,
Gy//2 = g2/81Jo~ = 1/2F# so that FTT ""250 GeV "" 2500 f TT •

In many respects, then, technicolor is just a scaled-up
version of qeo; in particular, Arc "" 2500 Aqco =
0.5 - 1.0 TeV.

The weaker interactions giving mass to technipions
are the familiar color SU(3) and the electroweak
SU(2) 0 U(l) and a postulated new interaction known as

At this point, there is a dramatic parting of the
ways of elementary Higgs models and technicolor (TC)
models. In the former there generally are just three
massless Goldstone bosons, the unphysical ones eaten by
W± and Zoo The H± and HO's left behind can, as noted,
have almost any mass because free parameters in the
Higgs self-interaction can be adjusted at will. In TC
models, likewise, there are physical technipions left
b~hind. Their mass is to a large extent precisely pre
d1cted because there are, in principle, no free parame
ters to adjust. Let us see how this comes about.

In all quasirealistic TC models constructed so far,
there are at least four flavors of technihadrons of each
chirality. This implies that there will be more than
three massless Goldstone technipions formed when the
technifermions acquire their dynamical mass. Only
three are eaten; the rest remain as physical techni
pions which are strictly massless in the neglect of
interactions which are weak compared to technicolor at
scales of order ATC .8 These weaker interactions do
give mass to the physical technipions, that mass is cal
culable, and we believe we know what these interactions
are. That is the basis of the statement that TC models
have no free parameters.

(b)(a)

Two particularly good reasons for introducing more
than one doublet have to do with CP-nonconservation.
In the first, proposed by Lee23 and Weinberg24 , the
observed weak CP-violation is supposed to originate in
the Higgs sector, either by spontaneous breakdown of
CP-symmetry or by virtue of CP-nonconserving Higgs mes
on self-couplings. These mechanisms require two or
three doublets at least. The second reason for intro
ducing two or more doublets has to do with the problem
of strong CP-violation induced by instantons. 25
Peccei and QUinn26 showed that this problem can be
eliminated by having at least two doublets related by
a global U(l) symmetry. As Weinberg and Wilczek27
observed, this Peccei-Quinn symmetry implies the eXist
ence of an almost massless pseudoscalar, the aXion,
with couplings to ordinary matter comparable to those
of HO (Eqs.(l) and (2)). This, apparently, introduces
another problem, but we will not get into that here.
Suffice it to say that no one has ever proposed a dif
ferent, clearly workable solution to the strong CP
violation problem.
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TABLE 1. Technipions in the Farhi-Sussk1nd mode 1 (Refs. 9,30 J 31 J 32) .
Q is the electric charge and T3 the weak isospin of the technipion. Y is
the weak hypcrcharge of the QL-doublet. For unit normalization. the
states should be divided by INTC .

The weak hypercharges assigned here guarantee that
GTC ~ SU(3) ~ SU(2) ~ U(l) gauge currents have no anOm
alous divergences. As usual, the electric charge is
~M = T3,EW + YEW'

This specific model makes definite predictions of
the number, charge and (approximate) mass of technipions
and technihadrons. It is important that the reader
understand that some, but not all, of these particles
will exist in any other TC model. S In particular, the
lightest ones, called P±, po and po' below, occur in all
models. Colored technipions will QQ! exist in models in
which all technifermions are ordinary color SU(3) sin
glets. With this caveat, let us get on to cataloging
the denizens of the zoo.

240~
TCo

-1

T
3

Estimated
Mass (GeV)

7-40

-1 7-40

0 2-40

0 2-40

Q

o

o

-1

-1

±(4Y + 1) ±1

>4Y

l"o~TC
"JAY 0

±(4Y - 1) ±1

IpO
) = J-6[luii - DD)l - 31lffi - EE)]

[po,) = J-6 [iuu + DD\ - 31rm + EO]

Technipion/Technifermion Content

Color Singlets t P

Ip+) = J-3[iUii\ - 3/NE)]
Ip-) ~ Ip+)

Ip;) = luii)~

Ip;) = Ip~)

I ° 1 I - -)Pa) = 72 UU - DD ~

jp O
') = --L luiJ + DD)a /2 ~

Color Triplet Leptoquarks, p[Q:> (Ct= 1,2,3)

IpEU ) = lEU);!, IpEU) = IEU)J

[p
Nu

) = INu);!, IPlfij) = Ilfij)J

!PED ) = lED);!, IpED) ~ lED»)

jPNn) = [Nn);!, IPm) = [ND)'j

Color Octets, P8a. (8 = 1, ..• ,8)

This version of the Farhi-Susskind model has an
SU(S) ~ SU(8) chiral symmetry which is spontaneously
broken down to SU(8) by the dynamical technifermion
masses. This implies 82 - 1 = 63 Goldstone bosons, of
which 3 are eaten by W± and Zoo The remaining 60 physi
cal technipions consist of 4 color singlets p±, po and
po', 24 color triplets P[Q called leptoquarks, and 32

color octets p~, P~ and P~'. The color-singlet techni

are most nearly analogous to the H± and HO's. P~' is
often referred to as ~T in the literature. The techni
fermion constituents, electric charge and mass of these
spinless mesons are summarized in Table 1. 33 As far as
their strong TC interactions and their coupling to gauge
bosons are concerned, these particles are all pseudo
scalars. This is not generally true of their couplings
to light fermionic matter, as we shall see.

"extended technicolor" (ETC) 7 or "sideways". 8 The ETC
interaction must be introduced to give ordinary quarks
and leptons their observed nonzero current-algebra
masses. This it accomplishes by introducing a gauge
coupling which connects quarks and leptons to techni
fermions. The ETC gauge group is spontaneously broken
at a scale of order 100 TeV (!) to a subgroup contain
ing technicolor and ordinary color. (The value - 100
TeV is set by the TC scale, 1 TeV, and the magnitude
of quark and lepton masses.) The contributions of
these interactions to the mass of various technipions
can be well-estimated using current-algebraic tech
niques. 29 The main uncertainty comes from the fact
that no completely satisfactory TC model has yet been
built, 50 that the ETC couplings are not precisely
known. We shall summarize the mass estimates in the
next subsection. For now, it is enough to say that
the technipions corresponding most nearly to H± and some
of the HO's are predicted to have mass _ 5-40 GeV,
much less than the characteristic 1 TeV scale of
technicolor.

B. The Technicolor Zoo-Particle Types, Charges and
Masses

We should also add here that ETC interactions are
primarily responsible for the coupling of technipions
to fermion-antifermion pairs. Thus, there is a cer
tain amount of ignorance in calculating technipion de
cay branching ratios, just as there is for H± and the
HO's. Technipion couplings to electroweak gauge bosons
are determined by the more well-known couplings of
their constituent technifermions to W±, ZO and y. All
this will be detailed soon.

To sample the richness possible in the TC-singlet
spectrum, we shall consider a specific toy model pro
posed by Farhi and Susskind9 and examined in some de
tail by Dimopoulos,30 Peskin,3l and Preskill. 32 The
elementary technifermions in this model are a pair of
techniquarks, Q = (U,D), and a pair of technileptons,
L = (N,E). Both chirality components of U, D, N, E are
assumed to transform according to the same unspecified,
but nonreal, NTC-dimensional representation of the tech
nicolor gauge group, GTC ' Under (SU(3),SU(2),U(l»,
they transform as follows:

The number and quantum numbers of light techni
pions and heavy technihadrons is fixed, as in QCD, by
the number of technifermion constituents and how they
transform under technicolor. Obviously, this is a com
pletely model-dependent issue, one which is far from
being settled. In particular, technifermions may also
carry ordinary color or not. Each technifermion be
longing to an N-dimensional representation of color
SU(3) counts as N flavors since color SU(3) is weak
compared to technicolor.

Finally, there will be technicolor-neutral "tech
nihadrons" analogous to the hadrons p, w, E: and 50 on
in qeD. The typical technihadron mass is ~ 1 TeV.
Indeed, the precise analog of the neutral Higgs(es)
which gives mass to quarks and leptons in elementary
Higgs models is such a technihadron and, so, is un
reachable in colliders of this decade.

L =
L (~) :

L
<.1,~, -3Y)

~ : <.1,1, -3Y +~); ER : <.1,1, -3Y -~) . (6)
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) '"" (2 _ 40 GeV)2 (9)p± po pO,
ETC ETC ETC

While the ETC contribution to ~ can, in principle, be
fairly precisely calculated in a specific model, we be
lieve we should give here a range of masses reflecting
our ignorance of the "true model". If is8,35

We have emphasized that these technipions are
massless in the neglect of color SU(3), electroweak
SU(2) @ U(l) and ETC interactions. The color-singlet
p's acquire mass only from the latter two interactions
and so they are the lightest technipions. The electro
weak contribution can be calculated veIY reliably as it
is completely model-independent. 8,31,3 ,35 As with all
such current-algebraic computations, one calculates the
square of the mass. For p±, the result is

produced in the very high energy colliders now being
contemplated and because they provide a copious source
of technipions. 36 The neutral color singlets P2 and wl
have nonzero couplings to the photon and so appear as
nearly degenerate s-channel resonances in e+e- annihila
tion. The color octet w~ mixes with color-SU(3) gluons
and should be produced in pp and pp collisions at IS ~

2 TeV. In each of their respective settings, these neu
tral mesons provide the principal way to access the
heavy technipion pairs p! Pa and PL(~ Pi:Q •

Before closing this discussion, we mention that a
seemingly slight modification of the Farhi-Susskind mod
el leads to a very different population of its techni
color zoo. Suppose, instead, that we had assigned the
technifermions U, D, N, E to a~ representation of
the TC group whose symmetric product contains the TC
singlet representation. 37 Then there would be a total
of 135 technipions - the 63 already mentioned and 72
more. The additional technipions consist of 6 color
singlet dileptons (LL) of mass 50 - 80 GeV, 24 color
triplet leptoquarks (LQ) and 6 color triplet diquarks
(QQ), all of mass ~ 160 GeV, and 36 color sextet di
quarks of mass ~ 400 GeV. Similar complications occur
in the spin-one sector. The point, of course, is that
the technipion spectrum can be very rich and that de
tails are highly model-dependent.

(7)

(8)

2

3Ct~2im litc = (7.0 _ 8.5 GeV)2
4TT z ~~

(m~o po,) ;: 0 .
, EW

0.5 - 1. 0 TeV. For po and pO',for hrc

Using rnp = [(~)EW + (~)ETcJ~, the expected range of

the lightest technipion masses is

TABLE 2. Lowest-lying spin-one technihadrons in the Farhi-Susskind

model. All have mass ~ 900 ~ GeN. W± and ZO are longitudinal Ccm-.Jiifc L L
ponents of gauge bOBoos. For unit renormalization. states should be

divided by JiiTC

m "" m "" m "" 10 - 40 GeVp± po po, Vector Technihadron Technifermion Content Ha· or Dec.a Hodes

or

mp± "" 7 - 9 GeV ,

3 Technipions

and/or wt, z~

o

o

o

-1

-1

;4Y

;4Y

±(4Y + 1)

±(4Y-1)

Color Singlets

Ip~) = ~ [luD)l - 3INE)]

Ip~) = I~>

Ip~> = J-6 [Iuti - DO>.! - 31Nii - E~)]

Ip;) = t[luD).! + !NE)]

Ip;> = I~)

ID~) = zJ2 [I uti - Oil).! + INii - EE)]

Iw~) - J-6 [Iw + OD)l - 3/Nii + EE)]

iW~)-:J211~-+-o~)~: i~ :~E;f --
Color Triplet Leptoquarks

IDEu) = JiM1 • \DEU) = lEU)}

Ipiiu) = liiu)l' IDNii) = INii)}

!PEO) = IED)l' IDEO) = !ED»)"

Ipm,) = INo)l' /DNil) • INil)}

Color Octets

(11)

(10)

(12)~ "" 240!E GeV
8 TC

if

m "" m "" 2 - 3 GeVpO pO,

~_ "" 160 r4GeV
LQ IN;.

The contribution of electroweak and ETC interac
tions to the masses of color triplet and octet techni
pions should be comparable to those just given. This
is much less than the contributions from color SU(3)
which have been estimated to be30,3l,32 '

where NTC is the dimensionality of the TC representa
tion of the technifermions. Any model containing these
technipions should give mass estimates not very differ
ent from these.

In Table 2, we have listed the 82 = 64 ground
state technihadrons with spin one. They are allapprox-

imately degenerate at ~ 900'~ GeV. They are the most
interesting technihadrons because some of them can be

ID;) = loil).!!

Ip~) = I~)

Ip~) = *luO - D[j).!!

Iw~) - fz IOU + OD).!!

-1

o
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A~Si I B~Si and so on.39 Thus, even though technipions are
pseudoscalars so far as their strong TC interactions are
concerned, their light-fermion couplings are parity
Violating. Moreover, it is generally~ true that

FIT A~Si ~ FITB~Si ~IDur + md
s

= sum of the current alge

bra masses of ur and ds '

Very similar remarks apply to the couplings of H±
and HO's to fermions. They depend on the number of
Higgs doublets in the model and how these are chosen to
couple to the fermion doublets and singlets. Models in
which the Higgses are expected to be less massive than
several hundred GeV generally are constructed according
to the "natural flavor conservation" guidelines of
Glashow and Weinberg. 40 In this class of models, all
fermions having the same electric charge acquire their
masses from the vacuum expectation value of only one of
the Higgs doublets. (While a corresponding condition
is not obviously necessary in TC theories, we shall ef
fectively assume it for purposes of practical calcula
tions of decay branching ratios.) Thus, in models with
natural flavor conservation, the Higgs-fermion inter
action looks like Eq. (13), but one can relate the cou
pling constants to fermion masses as follows:

C. Couplings of Technipions and Higgses to Ordinary
~

In most of the discussion that follows, we will
not assume the scalar meson content of any particular
elementary Higgs or technicolor model. In accord with
our ignorance of the "correct" model, we shall allow
for any number of neutral and singly-charged color
singlet scalar mesons. In the few instances that we
specialize to the Farhi-Susskind model, that assump
tion will be made clear.

1. Elementary Higgses and Light Technipions

It is useful to discuss H± and HO's together with
p± and pO's because their couplings to ordinary matter
- quarks, leptons, electroweak bosons and gluons - are
expected to be quite similar in some cases and COm
pletely different in others. The reason for this is
that technipion couplings to light matter always occur
through their constituent technifermions. Elementary
Higgses, on the other hand, can have couplings to or
dinary matter at the Lagrangian level, as in Eqs. (1)
and (2), and some of these are expected to be much
larger than the corresponding technipion couplings.
If relatively light charged and neutral scalars are
discovered, these differences should make it possible
to determine whether they are elementary or composite. F A±

IT rsi

The effective interaction for the coupling of the
i th charged and neutral technipions, PI and p~, to or
dinary fermions has the general form (assuming no light
right-handed neutrinos)38

Couplings to Fermions. The ETC interaction which
connects technifermions to quarks and leptons is the
mechanism by which technipions couple to light fermion
antifermion pairs. This is by far the largest coupling
of any light color-singlet technipion to ordinary mat
ter and, so, they will decay almost exclusively to such
pairs. It is also true that elementary Higgses will
decay exclusively to fermion and anti fermion so long
as IIlJl ,;;; 2~z'

F arsi mJ, a i BrsIT
r

and

F A
O

• B
O 0

± F m Ai Brs 'IT rsl. IT rsi ur

F CO DO 0

IT rsi
± FIT rsi md Ci Brs '

r

FIT I3rsi
± F Yrsi mt Brsl3iIT r

In EqS.(14) and (15),

Cd
K ROb)us

K = K K K bcd cs

K:bKtd K
ts

(15)

(16)

(14)

-0.068)
0.48

0.88

-0.22

0.85

0.48
(

0.97

~ 0.22

0.046

(
1+Y5) }+a \j --1,

rsi r 2 s

J1, fI 'i

+ h.c. (13)

41 42is the usual Kobayashi-Maskawa ' matrix,

1.2GeV )
20,25 GeV (assumed)

The

(17)) (

9Mev )
= 175 MeV

~ 4.5 GeV
"d _Cd m,

are the diagonalized quark current algebra mass ma
trices l9 and mJ,r is the mass of charged lepton t r ·
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The sums in Eq.(13) extend over all flavors r,s of
quarks and leptons; there is also an implicit sum over
quark colors. The dimensionless couplings A~s~' etc.
are ~ F~l times a mass which is related in a
complicated and model-dependent way to the current ~l

gebra mass of qr' qs or of !r, Ls ' Much of this compll.ca
tion is contained in unknown mixing-angle factors that
arise from diagonalizing the mass matrices of quarks,
leptons, technifermions and technipions. In general,



factors Ai,Bi""'~i are ratios of functions of Higgs
meson mixing angles. There are completely unknown.
Because of these factors, the usual presumption that
the Higgs coupling to f +"f' goes like the mass of the
heavier fermion of the pair is little more than a
guess. The presumption is greater still for techni
pions. Nevertheless, it is a reasonable one, worth
hanging on to until we are proven wrong.

A± . B± =~/F (Model 3) (19b)
rs~ rsi ur s TT

A± = -B±. =~ /F (Model 4) (l9b)
rsi rs~ ur s TT

+ 
For handy reference, the rate for Pi - urds is

To give some idea of the ranges one might expect
for Higgs/technipion branching ratios, we have calcu
lated them for four different "models" for the cou
plings A± ,etc. The first two models are based on

rsi. 1" t d' d W sthe elementary H~ggs coup ~ngs JUs ~scusse. e u e
Eqs. (13)-(15) with Ai = Ci = ~i = 1 and

A± = B± = a
i

= 1
i i

1

(Model 1)

(Model 2)

(l8a)

(l8b)

where Prs is the quark momentum and the factor of 3 is
due to the sum over quark colors. The factor of 3 is
absent for decay to Z+vt.43

The second class of models is a (necessarily) crude
attempt to represent simply the general calculations
of technipion-fermion couplings in Ref. 38. We choose
all po couplings_and those of p+ to t+Vt as in models
1 and 2; p+ - urds amplitudes are taken to be

The branching ratios for a range of charged and
neutral Higgs/technipion masses are listed in Tables 3
and 4. There we see the general tendency, built into
the models, for P±/H± to decay into the heaviest possi
ble quark-antiquark pair. Note, however, that in models
2 and 4 this tendency is sometimes foiled by phase space
limitations. For mp± ~ mt , the branching ratio for

p+ - T+VT is fairly large, 10-20%; it generally drops
to - 1-4% once decay to tb is allowed. We stress that

TABLE 3. Branching ratios for P±/H± decay to fermion + antifermion. The four values for each
decay mode and mass refer to the four "models" for the couplings described in the text.

P+/H+ Decay Mode
Branching Ratio
(7,) for

(mt = 20 GeV) m = 7.5 GeV 10 GeV 20 GeV 30 GeV 40 GeV±

+ 23.0, 26.5; 18.5, 20.0; 15.5, 16.0; 1.0, 1.0; 0.5, 0.5;T v
14.5, 23.5 11.0, 14.0 9.0, 9.5 1.5, 2.5 1.0, 1.0

cs 24.5, 28.5; 19.5, 21.0; 16.0, 16.0; 1.0, 1.0; 0.5, 0.5;
6.0, 10.0 4.5, 5.5 3.5, 4.0 0.5, 1.0 0.5, 0.5

cb 50.5, 43.0; 61.0, 57.5; 68.0, 67.0 3.5, 4.5; 2.0, 2.0;
79.0, 66.0 84.0, 80.0 87.0, 86.5 13.0, 23.5 8.5, 10.5

ts 21.0, 26.5; 21.0, 23.0;
3.0, 5.0 3.0, 4.0

tb 73.5, 66.5; 75.5, 73.0;
82.0, 68.0 87.5, 83.5

P+/H+ Decay Mode
Branching Ratio
(%) for

(rot = 25 GeV) m = 30 GeV 40 GeV
±

+ 2.5, 3.0; 3.5, 8.0 0.5, 0.5; 1.0, 1.5T v

cs 2.5, 3.0; 1. 5, 3.0 0.5, 0.5; 0.5, 0.5

cb 10.5, 14.0; 36.5, 75.5 2.0, 2.0; 9.5, 14.0

ts 29.5, 40.0; 3.0, 6.0 21. 5, 24.0; 3.0, 4.5

tb 54.0, 38.5 ; 55.5, 7.5 75.0, 72.0; 86.0, 79.5
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5

6

89

40 GeV

5

7

88

30 GeV

5

7

88

20 GeV

1

58

41

10 GeV

11

89

pO/Ho Decay Mode

+ -
J.lo J.lo

+ -
T T

SS

cc

bb

TABLE 4. Branching ratios for pO/Ho decay to fermion + anti fermion Th h· f
signs in Eq (15) k . if. . e c 01ce 0

·0 0 ma_ es no s1gn 1cant difference on the values obtained. Note that, for
mo > 2mt, p /H - tt is expec ted to be the dominant decay mode.

Branching Ratio for
mo 2.5 GeV

this T+VT mode, which is an important signal for
charged scalars, is sizable because we have taken a.
comparable in magnitude to A* and B*. The real world
may be quite different! Fin~lly, tfie total width of a
charged scalar is ~ 0.01 - 0.1 MeV for m± < mt and
~ 1- 10 MeV for m± > mt- Neutral scalar widths are
comparable.

Couplings to Electroweak Gauge Bosons and QCD
Gluons. Elementary Higgs mesons couple directly to Y,
zO and w± in the electroweak Lagrangian and so these
interactions are fairly large. The most important
terms for H± and HO production are trilinear in the
Higgs and electroweak fields. For any model contain
ing two or more Higgs doublets, the nonvanishing
elementary two-Higgs production amplitudes are: 44

R~j is the matrix diagonalizing the neutral-Higgs mass

matrix and FTT = }:6 v? "" 250 GeV. Apart from this sum
i 1

rule on the Vi' they are arbitrary. For making numeri
cal extimates, we shall assume they are roughly equal in
magnitude and not less than ~ 100 GeV (corresponding to
~ 6 Higgs doublets). Note that there is no elementary
coupling of vw+ and ZOW+ to physical charged Higgses.
Thus, while HO - ZOZO, w+w- dominates neutral Higgs de
cays when ~o ~ 200 GeV, charged Higgses always decay
predominantry to fermions. Also, as in the one-doublet
case, the processes ZO - HO + Y and 2 gluons _ HO must
proceed through fermion loops and so are suppressed by
~ gauge coupling X mf/FTT relative to Eqs.(22) unless
there are very heavy fermions.

We turn now to the technipions. All of their in
teractions with electroweak and QCD gauge bosons proceed
through technifermion loops. At energies well below
their characteristic scale, ATe' technipions are essen
tially point-like and these interactions are reliably
calculated using well-known current-algebraic methods
and the known technifermion-gauge boson couplings in,
e.g., Eq.(6). (An example of the form factor effects
that appear at production energies ~ Arc will be given
in Secs. IV A,B.) Current algebra gives the Y, ZO, and
w+ couplings to a pair of technipions as the charges eQ,
Jg2 + g 12 (~T3 - sin28wQ) , and g//2, respectively, of their
constituent technifermions. Thus,

(21)

e 0+
2 . e RiJ· e;(q) 0 (p-k)

S1n W

i eli ..cot2e e;(q) o(p_k)
1J w(

0 + -)A Z (q) -Hi (p) +H
j

(k)

Here, E(q) is the gauge boson's polarization 4-vector,
and R99 and R9T are functions of the Higgs meson mixing

1J 00 1J 0 0
angles. Rij vanishes if Hi = Hj . Note that, apart

from the mixing angle factors, the coupling constants
in Eq.(2l) are just the electromagnetic, neutral weak
and charged weak current charges Q, T3 - sin28wQ and
g//2 of the appropriate Higgs mesons.

The nonzero elementary amplitudes for bremsstrah
lung of a Higgs meson from an electroweak boson are
(cf. Eq.(2»:

(23)

(22)

where vi//2 is the vacuum expectation value of the i th

unmixed Higgs doublet ~i appearing in the Lagrangian,

A (wt=(q) -wt=(p) +H?(k») = ~J.lowe :6 Rio. F
Vj

e;(q) oe;(p) ,
1 S1n w j J TT

The first two amplitudes are the same as in Eqs.(2l)
because of the assumed electroweak quantum numbers of
technifermions (Eq. (6». Insofar as their assignment
to SU(2)w doublets and singlets is required for a phe
nomenologically consistent TC theory, these amplitudes
are model-independent. So is the third of Eqs. (23),
which is our first important difference with elementary
Higgs models. The fact that it vanishes in the current
algebra approximation means that it is suppressed by
powers of (mpo/Arc)2 relative to other amplitudes in
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Eq.(23). The quantity R!j in the last equation is a
model-dependent mixing angle factor. In the simplest
Farhi-Susskind model, atj = 1 for po and it vanishes
for po '.

TABLE 5. Anomaly factors SpB B for the
1 2

Farhi-Susskind model (from Ref. 45).

(27)

o

2 1 5 N
gs /6 ab TC

o

ZOy

W+W-

pO' GaGb

YY

ZOy

ZOZO

W+W-

pO yG
baa

ZOG
b

pO' GbGcaa

y G
b

ZOG
b

2 4
e /6 NTC

2
2 2 cos 2S 1_ e -"-w - N

cos2S /6 TC
w

2
2 2(1 - 4sin Sw)

e sin2 S
w

+ h.C'}

[( ) (1+Y) ( ) (1+Y) ]+ p+ u KM __5 A M K __5 A d
aa r d rs 2 a - u rs 2 a s

Barbiellini, et al. ll take as the Pa couplings appro
priate to the Farhi-Susskind model:

On the basis of such expectations, it is commonly as
summed that the largest color octet-to-fermion couplings

(26)

(25)

(24)

where the triangle anomaly factor SpB
l
B

2
is

. +- 0 0+-Fold1ng this into the rate for e e -Zreal -H 1, 1, in
Fig. 3, it is clear that the pO cannot be produced this
way. To put it bluntly, observation of a narrow neu
tral scalar in this process rules out technicolor~

2. Heavy Technipions, PLQ and Pa

Now that we have lavished so much time on light
technipion couplings and, I hope, struck the correct
note of uncertainty, we can deal with the heavy techni
pions in short order. We will discuss only the color
triplet leptoquarks PLQ and octets Pa of the simplest
Farhi-Susskind model. We are even more unsure of their
couplings to fermions (not to mention what fermion
channels lie open to them, nor their very existence)
than we are for their lighter cousins, and there seems
little point in making more than conventional-wisdom
guesses. This applies all the more strongly to the di
leptons and diquarks found in the real-TC-representa
tion version of the model, so we will not discuss them
here. The interested (masochistic) reader can find
them discussed in Refs. 30 and 11.

Here, gl 2 are the Bl 2 gauge couplings and Ql 2 their
gauge ch£rges. Qp is'the chiral charge of tec~nipion
P. The contributions from different gauge boson heli
city states are summed separately in the trace. For
the Farhi-Susskind model, we have listed the more im
portant values of SPBlB2 in Table 5. For more compli
cated models, the anomaly factors are multiplied by
different group-theoretic numbers and functions of
technipion mixing angles. In any case, the values in
Table 5 will not seriously mislead us.

In view of their color SU(3) quantum numbers, we
expect that the most important fermionic couplings of

a a _
Pa and P

LQ
- are of the form A· 6 P

a
q A (1'Ys )q ,

rs a=l a r a s
where Aa = color-SU(3) matriX, and

LQ 3 -
A 6 PLQ-, ~1, (1, Ys)q~. Note that the latter coupling

rs a=l .... r s....
requires that Y = 1/6 in Eq.(6). The coefficients A~s

A~~ are expected to be of order (heavier fermion mass

X F~l). As one almost certainly too naive example,

From Table 5 and Eq.(22), we estimate

More striking departures from the elementary Higgs
scenarios occur for the coupling of two gauge bosons
to one technipion. The calculation of these are simi
lar to that of the triangle anomaly graph for nO - YY.
Th~ coupling of P to gauge bosons Bl and B2 is given
by4s
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0-+
are Ps - (tt)S' Ps - (tb)S and so on. Likewise, if
Y = 1/6, PEU - T+t, PNtr - vTt, etc. are presumed to be
the largest leptoquark-fermion couplings. Since lepto
quarks are color triplets these, in fact, are their
dominant decay modes.

The couplings of a single gauge boson to a pair of
heavy technipions are calculated using current algebra
and gauge invariance, as before. We have
listed the most interesting ones in Table 6 for the
Farhi-Susskind model. However, the reader should note
that these amplitudes generally are not directly use
ful for calculating production rates. At the center
of-mass energies required to pair-produce them, the
amplitudes are expected to be dominated by spin-one
technihadrons (see Sec. IV).

IV. Production and Detection of Higgs Mesons
and Technipions in Colliders

It is obvious that exploration of the scalar sec
tor of electroweak interactions requires high-energy
colliders. It is equally important that these colliders
have consistently high luminosity. In this section we
discuss in turn e+e- colliders, both at and below the Zo
and colliding linacs at ultrahigh energies, the hadron
hadron colliders Isabelle and TEV I and ep colliders.
We assume luminosities of 2 X 1031 for e+e- at the Zo
and 1033 for colliding linacs, 1033 for pp at Is = SOO
and 1030 for pp at Is = 2000, and 1032 for ep colliders
at Is = 300-1000 GeV. Except in a few cases, we shall
not dwell much on the all-important question of back
grounds; the reader is referred to the reports of the
appropriate collider groups for details.

We can see from this that the P~'-octet has an appre
ciable coupling to two gluons. Furthermore, using
Eq.(27), we have

The color octet technipions can couple to a pair
of gauge bosons. The amplitude is given in Eq.(24)
and the anomaly factors Sp B B included in Table 5.

S 1 2
The decay rate for Ps B B is45

1 2

(2) Hadron colliders such as Isabelle and TEV I produce
at detectable levels only composite scalars, specifical
ly those which couple strongly to gluons. They do the
best (and soonest) job of singly-producing Pg'/~ and,
possibly, po'. Colored technipion pairs may be pro
duced at observable rates at TEV I, though not at
Isabelle. Development of efficient high-resolution
vertex detectors are essential for success in all these
searches.

These are the principal conclusions of our study:

(1) Overall, e+e- colliders are the most effective and
versatile. The existing and proposed machines can dis
cover all scalars, elementary or composite, lighter than
~ 45 GeV. Taken together, studies at toponium and the
Zo can decide between the elementary and technicolor
scenarios. Ultrahigh energy colliding linacs copiously
produce spin-one technihadrons as s-channel resonances
and these decay exclusively to technipions, including
the heavy colored ones.

(2S)

(
ex )2(~ )2(N )2 N~ ; ~ ~C "" 0.25 rc , (29)

t

r(P~' -GG)

r(p~' - (tt)S)

where, again, NTC is the dimensionality of the TC rep
resentation of techniquarks and we used exs(mp ) "" 0.1

IT 0' S
and ffipS/mt "" l2 vNTC . Thus, Ps (a.k.a. nr) decays

predominantly to tt and to two gluons. Since NTC is
unknown, we cannot be more specific than that.

This concludes our discussion of technipion and
Higgs couplings to ordinary matter. In the next sec
tion we use these results to estimate the most likely
means for their production and detection.

(3) ep colliders are limited to single-production of
heavy colored technipions such as PLQ ' P~ and Pa'. How-

ever, observable rates probably require Is ~ 1 TeV.

(4) In almost all cases, accurate determination of
scalar meson masses requires good jet identification,
discrimination and mass resolution. The reason, of
course, is that p+ and H+ are expected to decay mainly
to cb or tb, po' to tt, etc. and these heavy quark jets
will have to be distinguished from all others.

A. e+e- Colliders
TABLE 6. Amplitudes of a single gauge boson coupled to a pair of heavy techni

pione in the Farhi-Su8skind model. f abc are the structure constants of SUO) and
~c are the matrices for the 1. representation. normalized to Tr AC).d '" 26cd ' The

amplitude for Ga + ~ - PSc + Pad is g~(face f bde + fade f bce )E: 1 0€2 times 2 for

P+ - 0 0 0/ 01
8 Pa and times 1 for Pa Pa and Pe Pa . The amplitude for G

a
+ G

b
- P

LiP
+ PLq3

1 ZI. bl1& '48a )' • .l. oaE:1eE:Z '

(30)

(+_ ,r- +- 2 [ ]da e e -P P orH H ) =!!!- 13 3sin2 a If (s) 12 + If (s) 12
d(cos B) Ss R· L

The entire event structure is useful for detecting
scalar mesons produced in e+e- annihilation. This fact
makes e+e- the simplest and surest method for discover
ing them. In the following we discuss Higgs and techni
pion production in continuum e+e- annihilation, at to
ponium, at the ZO and at ultrahigh energies. We spell
out how searches at toponium and the ZO can distinguish
between the elementary and composite scenarios for the
scalar sector and among various possibilities within
each scenario.

Continuum Production. We noted in Sec. III that
technipions are essentially point-like below Is "" ~C.

Furthermore, the Y,Zo - P+P- and Y,Zo - H~- amplitudes
are identical and model-independent (Eqs.(2l) and (23)).
Thus, the charged-pair production cross section appro
priate to this decade's generation of e+e- collider is

o e
Z x sinZe

w
eo(p - k)

(4Y+l)!0l'l (1- 2(4Y+l)Sin2ew)6~ i )'~/Z

4Y 60l'l -BY 9in
2

e
w

5
0t3 i ~/Z

4Y 60l'l -BY sin
2ew "ae i ~/Z

(4Y - 1)60l'l -(1 +Z(4Y-l)s!o2 ewllOl'l i ~/Z

Technivion Pair y[ x e £(9)· (p - k)]

pO' pOI
8a 8b
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Fig. 7. Compilation of the limits on charged scalar
branching ratios; from Ref. 47.
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cos2e1 -:w:....- __::-,<s _

2 cos2e s _1Jo
2

+ifJ. rw z z z

where S =Jl-4mi/s is the meson velocity, e the c.m.
production angle and

The most striking signature of P+P-/H~- produc
tion should be P+-hadrons (cb, cs, etc.) together with
P- - "-v,,. From Table 3, we would expect this class of
decays to occur 20-40% of the time for III± <mt and 1-10%
of the time for III± > mt.
In these events, at least ~ 3/8 of the total energy is
missing in neutrinos. The degree of jettiness of the
hadronic decay products of p± depends both on S and the
decay channels open to it. This fact requires sifting
through different event samples for high- and low-mass
searches. In 35% of these events, there will be a rel
atively low-energy, wide-angle isolated e or ~ from ,,
decay. Such events, though rare, are practically
background-free. (This will be discussed in more de
tail when we take up the Zo.) In another 20% of these
events, a single charged pion results from T- - ~-v

and p-v. This, too, gives an isolated charged track if
S is high enough.

We use ~z = 93.0 GeV and r z = 2.92 GeV in calcula
tions. 46 Two points that stand out in Eq.(3l) are:
(1) The continuum cross section is rather small; e.g.,
R.±(s) = cr(e+e- - p+p-) /cr(e+e- -~+~-) "'" 0.14 for III± =
10 GeV and IS = 35 GeV. It should be remembered, how
ever, that each distinct charged pair ultimately con
tributes 1/4 unit to~. (2) The angular distribution
peaks at 90 0

• This fact is useful in searching for strik
ing, though rare, signals and in event reconstruction.

Several groups at PETRA and PEP have already
searched for charged scalars in both the ("v)(qq) and
("V)(TV) modes. 47 Upper limits on B(P±/H± - T±V) rang
ing from 4 to 11% were obtained for 4 GeV ~ m± ~ 12 GeV
(see Fig. 7).48 Only model 3 of Table 3 falls under
these limits. Nevertheless, it is important to look
for the (qq)(qq) modes to completely rule out ~ < 12
GeV. It is worth remarking here that the all-hadrons
mode most likely contains four charmed quarks, another
striking signal if the technology exists to detect
their decays.

Finally, continuum production of po or HO is neg
ligible. These neutral mesons are best searched for at
toponium and the ZO, as we shall see.

Production at Toponium49 . Decays of the toponium
ground state, C- 1 3S l (tt), may be a copious source of
both charged and neutral scalars. If mt > ffi± + mb' the
semiweak transition t - p+/~ + b is expected to be the
dominant decay mode of the top quark. The decay rate
is given by (for each charged meson)

and 460 keV. The width of Cexpected in the standard
quarkonium model is "'" 60 keV.50 Thus, the first unmis
takable signal that mt > III± + mb will be the extra large
toponium width. Further, a large fraction of Cdecays
will be

6 charmed quarks

C- P+P-bb - 4 charmed quarks + T± (33)

2 + -charmed quarks + T T

This would be impossible to miss with adequate vertex
detectors.

Toponium is a good place to search for elementary
HO's, in the decay C- HOy, If the technicolor scenario
is correct, it is the only place po,s can be found.
(Remember that ~o ~ 40 GeV is almost certainly less
than mC') The rate, relative to C- e+e-, is given by

Eq.(4) times unknown mixing angle factors. Not all
these factors can be much less than unity. Thus, if
HO's or pO's exist and are less massive than C, they
should be found in its radiative decays unless the
branching ratio is much reduced by the existence of
light charged scalars. We should always be faced with
such alternatives~

+ IA~bi - B~bi 1
2

(mt +~)2 - m~ )}.

(32)

For mt = 25 GeV and ffi± = 15 GeV, the four "models" of
Sec. III (Eqs. (14)-(19» give r<t-P~) between 80 keV

Production at Zoo Two crucial tests for techni
color come at the Zoo First, if charged technipions
exist, then ~z > 2~±, and they should be pair-produced
rather copiously there. For each distinct charged pair
of scalars, Eqs.(2l),(23), and (30) give
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neutral technipions cannot (see Eq.(26». Assuming no
drastic suppression by mixing-angle factors, this search
mode is sensitive to neutral Higgs masses up to ~ 45 GeV
and, so, is the method of choice at the Zo.19

Another decay which leads to neutral Higgses, but
not technipions, is Zo - H~Hj ( i ~ j). From Eq. (21),
the rate is

(36)
2a/R

oo l2ij

A search fOi this decay would be more difficult than for
ZO _ P+P-/H H-. Naively, we expect the major HO decay
modes to be tt (if allowed), bb, cc and T~-.53 Prob
ably the best signal is H~ - qq together with Hi - T+T-,
leading to e± or IJ.± + hadrons + missing energy ~Emiss ~
3/16 IJ.z). I am not aware of any careful study of the
best signals and attendant backgrounds for this two
Higgs decay of ZO; one should be carried out.

To sum up, scalar meson searches at the ZO can
distinguish between the various elementary and composite
scenarios for the Higgs sector. If neutral scalars are
found in either of the two decay modes just discussed,
then technicolor is definitely ruled out. The same is
true if charged scalar pairs are not found in ZO decays.
Observation of ZO - H~H9 tells us that there are 2 or
more elementary Higgs1d~ublets. Finally, observation
of charged, but not neutral, scalars at the ZO very
strongly suggests that the technicolor scenario is cor
rect. We could take it as proved, moreover, if a neu
tral scalar also is seen in radiative toponium decays.

Production at Ultrahigh Energies. We assume for
this discussion the eventual existence of an e+e- col
liding linac capable of covering the energy range Js =
0.5 - 1.5 TeV with an average luminosi ty of 1033 cm- 2
sec- l for 107 sec per year. One unit of R at 1 TeV
amounts to 865 events per year. 54 It is likely that
only the technicolor scenario can provide a spectacular
ly obvious and simple signal of scalar mesons in such a
machine, namely the production of technihadrons as s
channel resonances and their subsequent decay to techni
pion pairs. Moreover, this is the only significant
mechanism for producing heavy colored technipions in
e+e- annihilation. For definiteness, we restrict our
discussion to the mesons listed in Tables 1 and 2 for
the Farhi-Susskind model. Other models should give at
least qualitatively similar results.

(35)

(34a)

(34b)

The angular distribution is proportional to sin2e.

and

If mt > ~ +~, another copious source of charged
scalars will be

As in the case of continuum production of charged
scalars, the simplest signal to look for is e or IJ.+
hadrons + missing energy. Unless the scalar is quite
heavy, ~ 40 GeV, the hadrons should form one or two
distinct jets and the lepton should be well isolated.
Assuming 107 zo's per year, Table 7 gives the expected
annual yield of p+P- or ~- and the number of these
that end up in the signal mode. The 7±V branching ra
tios used are an average of the appropriate ones in
Table 3. The principal backgrounds to the e/IJ. +hadrons
signal are discussed by Kagan. 51 They are zo - T+T-,
two-photon processes and zo - tt. By requiring that
the charged hadron multiplicity be ~ 6, that the miss
ing momentum point into the detector, that e or IJ.
not be within ~ 60· of another particle and other kine
matic cuts, Kagan finds that these backgrounds are re
duced below 0.03 pb, 0.1 pb and 0.1 pb, respectively.
At most 30-50% of the signal is lost by these cuts.
Furthermore, ~ can be determined to ~ 10% with exist
ing detector technology.52 Thus, the ZO can be used
to discover p± or H± up to 40 GeV in mass.

Of course, this mode is much less clean than the simple
ZO_P+P- decay. But, since it could yield ~ 106 P+P
events per year, detecting p± in this way clearly
warrants further careful study.

At energies of order ~C' technipions can no long
er be considered point-like, and form factors enter
their production amplitudes. In ultrahigh energy e+e
annihilation, these form factor effects should be ade
quately described by vector-technimeson dominance. The
lowest lying technihadrons coupling to e+e- through the
y and ZO are P2 and wI of Table 2. Note that they are

very nearly degenerate at mpT ~ 900~ GeV. Each of

these decay to a pair of charged technipions and a pair
of logitudinal W's, wtWi. The pair-production cross
section has been calculated by Peskin. 55 Relative to
the point cross section, 4ro2/3s, he obtained

The second crucial test for technicolor involves
the search for neutral scalar mesons in ZO decays. As
we have stated before, neutral elementary Higgses aris
ing from either single- or multi-doublet models can be
found by missing-mass techniques in e+e-- ZO - e+e-X;

TABLE 7. Expected yield of p+p. or H+H- events at the zoo p+ - T+V

branching ratios are taken from Table). The pairs of numbers for
m% • 30 GeV and 40 GeV correspond to mt • 20 GeV (top) and mt - 25 GeV (bottom).

Events per 107 ZO

+ - 0 + ... e± or IJo±
m±(GeV) a(e e (:~\ -p P ) + •

a·B(nb\P P Events .,..v + Hadrons + Hadrons

10 400 88 x 10
3 24 )( 103 8.2 x 103 37.5

20 315 69 )( 10
3

IS X 10
3

5.3 x 10
3

24.1

30 190 42 x 103 1.1 X 10
3

390 1.8

3.4 x 10
3 1.2 )( 103 5.4

40 57 12.5 x 10
3 175 60 0.3

200 70 0.3

(37)
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NF = 8 technifermion flavors. Notice that Peskin has
used an s-dependent width in Eq.(37).

In closing, we remind the reader that the results
presented here were for one specific model - one which
we know cannot be correct in detail. Thus, our discus
sion should be viewed as only exemplary of what to ex
pect if technicolor is correct. If it is, the details
may be quite different, but there must be spin-one res
onances in the TeV region of e+e- annihilation and these
will decay to technipion and wtwi pairs.

B. Hadron-Hadron Colliders

Exploration of the scalar sector by pp and pp col
liders is limited to those mesons which couple relative
ly strongly to gluons. As we have stated and will re
emphasize here, this means that these colliders cannot
see any elementary Higgs mesons and they will have to
depend on the essential correctness of the technicolor
scenario to make a positive discovery here. The most
promising cases for Isabelle and TEV I are two-gluon
fusion of pg' and possibly, pOI. Furthermore, produc
tion of heavy colored technipion pairs may be observable
at TEV I, though probably not at Isabelle. Let us dis
cuss single- and pair-production of technipions in turn.

The principal background to these events, e+e- - w+w-,
contributes about 20 units to R. However, it is dominat
ed by t-channel ve-exchange, so it is strongly peaked
the forward direction and should be relatively easy to
subtract. 54 The leptoquarks each will give a quark (t?)
jet plus a charged lepton (T?) or neutrino on the same
side. Here, the missing energy will be considerable,
25-50% of IS. These events will never give back-to-back
jets and will be easy to distinguish from ~ and w[wL.
The color octet P~ is expected to decay to tb. Thus,
in the P~ events there should appear on each side a
narrow b-jet plus a broader jet or two jets from the t
quark. The opening angle between the b- and t-jets will
be ~ 25°. Again, these events will be clearly distin
guishable from the others and from backgrounds.

[

2 sin
2

e ~2
+ i Q- -S-i-n2:-2-e-":'- (T3 - 2Q Sin

2
ew)J

(38)

333i3p : i3W: 10.4 i3p_
LQ

)
1 [ cos2e ( 2 )~2PiPi = '8 Q+---T'- T3 - 2Q sin e

sin 2e w
w

~
+ -

R e e -asy

where

The energy dependence of Rrc is shown in Fig. 8
for NTC = 4 and Y '" 1/6. While the technihadron mass
nominally is at 900 GeV, we see that the resonance ap
pears at ~ 800 GeV with a Width of ~ 350 GeV. More im
portant, Rrc ~ 22 at the resonance peak, an enhancement
of 5 over what it would be at 800 GeV without the PT'
This corresponds to 30,400 technipion pairs per year.
The relative fractions of technipions at the peak are

is the asymptotic contribution of PiPi to RTC ' Q and
T3 are the electric charge and weak isospin of Pi (see

Table 1), i3 i = (l - 4m; /s)t, f i is the fraction of
i 2

lim ~(s) associated with Pi and gp NF/96TT= 0.75 for
s-oo

Note that we are summing over the four species of lepto
quarks in Eq.(39).

These events will be spectacular. All angular
distributions are proportional to sin2e. The p+P
events should appear as two narrow approximately back
to-back jets of unusually low invariant mass or as a
narrow jet with T±V on the other side. wtwi usually
will give two rather broader jets or one jet plus £±v.

01P8 Production. In principal, of course, hadron

colliders can produce the elementary HO and the techni
pions pOI and p~/, and it is instructive to compare the
three. The differential cross section for product~on

of a scalar meson SO of mass rna by gluon fusion is 0,35

(40)dO" 0
dy (pp or pp - S + X)

(39)~ 1.00: 0.95: 8.10: 4.15

(41)

~I = 20GeV

l(Nft for each HO

2 1
43

f(So -GG) '" as(mo) x !±~TCt for each pO I (42)3 2TT3 F2 3 4m
0

TT %(~C)2 for each pO I

8

where G(x) is the gluon distribution function, Xl and
x2 are the fractions of longitudinal momentum carried
by the gluons and y is the rapidity of So:

y = len (Eo +PoL ) = len Xl
2 Eo - PoL 2 x2

Ignoring mixing-angle factors that would arise in any
but the simplest models, the two-gluon widths are (see
Ref. 20, Eq.(18) and Table 5):

For purposes of comparison, we take ~o
-Z36-

1000

mpT for

SUB modi

800600 1200

IS (GeV)

Fig. 8 The technipion contribution to R in the TeV
region of e+e- annihilation, assuming the Farhi
Susskind model. Taken from Ref. 55.
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These events are to be searched for in the tf decay
mode. The nonleptonic decays of t and t, comprising
~ 45% of all tt events, generally give two narrow jets
each with little missing energy. Assuming a finely seg
mented hadronic calorimeter (say, 5° x5° cells) and
large angles between the t- and t-jets, Baltay estimated
a 4-jet invariant mass resolution of Om/m "" 3% at m ~

200 GeV. This estimate may be optimistic now, but one
may hope that it will become realistic as experience is
gained in single- and multi-jet mass reconstruction.

to"

10' ......-::::':::---'-_'----'_-'--::-=-=---J'---'-_-'-..-~~~
100 200 300

mitt> in GeV

400 x 400 GeV pp collider

L = 1033
• 101 sec run

The main backgrounds to p~ I - tt - jets are light
quark and gluon jets with high transverse momentum (PL)
and heavy quark (cc, bb and ttl jets. The background
levels expected for a 107 second run at Isabelle are
shown in Fig. 10 along with estimates of the signal for
mPa e 200 GeV and 300 GeV. To obtain a useful signall
background level requires: (1) triggering on 4 or more
jets (2 or 3 on each side) in which each pair of jets
has high invariant mass, of order mt; and (2) develop
ment of efficient high-resolution vertex detectors to
tag the charm decays from t - b - c. Since only'" 5% of
high-PL light quark and gluon jets contain a cc pair,
requiring charm on both sides reduces this background
by a factor of 2.5 e~ x 10-3 , where €c is the charm

1033 and 1030 cm- 2 sec· l respectively, turn the tables.
For mpa = 240 GeV, one expects ~ 75,000 Pa' produced per
year at Isabelle, only ~ 3000 at TEV 1.

Fig. 10. Background levels to Pg' tt - jets at
Isabelle, with S£ dt= 1040 cm- 2 • The bumps are the ex
pected P~' signal for mpa e 200 and 300 GeV. Taken from
Ref. 56.
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(45)

(43)

{

14 pb at IS = 800 GeV

16 pb at IS e 2000 GeV

{

4.3 pb at IS = aoo GeV

42pbat/s=2000GeV'

0.25; m 0' e 240 GeV and a s (240 GeV)
P8

NTC = 4. Using the popular choice

we get

dcr(~ p~~~ e lsa~ (1 _~a)lO

dy flro 21T F; IS

dcr(po/ ) I = :b~ (1- mpo,)lO ",,{74 Pbat / s=aOOGev

dy yeO 4T1 F2 IS a6 pb at IS e 2000 GeV
1T

Fig. 9. The total Pa' production cross section expect
ed at Isabelle Gfs = aoo GeV) and TEV I Gfs = 2000 GeV);
from Ref. 56.

10'

mF1-- (GeV)

and a s (20 GeV) e

0.1; and Nf = 3,

G(x) 3(1 _ x)5,

In Sec. II we were pessimistic about detecting HO

in its ce, bo and T+T- decay modes for cross sections
as small as those in Eq.(43). For the same mass, the
po' cross section is 16/3 times larger and this may be
enough to warrant a serious study of detecting it in
these modes. We urge that this be done (and apologize
in advance if we are ignorant of someone's already hav
ing done it). The cross sections for p~' production
are also fairly small. Here, however, the expectation
that Pg' decays predominantly to tt (Btf > 50%) is
cause for optimism, as we discuss next.

Figure 9 shows the total pgl cross section at IS
800 GeV and 2000 GeV. 56 They differ by a factor of ~
30-60 in the interesting mass range mPa e 200 - 300 GeV.
However, the assumed Isabelle and TEV I luminosities,



detection efficiency of the vertex device. It is ex
pected that requiring that the shape or effective mass
of jet pairs be consistent with a t-quark origin will
further reduce this background and the ce, bb jet back
grounds by ~ 1/3. A glance at Fig. 10 shows that these
rejection factors are sufficient.

Figure 11 shows the results of a hypothetical
search for a 300 GeV pg'_at I~abelle. To obtain thiS'2
Baltay assumed B(Pa' - tt)B(tt - 4 jets) = (0.S5)(0.6) ,
ec = 0.S5 and various geometric cuts, all of which led
to an extimated 10% detection efficiency for Pa' - tt. 57
Folding in this estimate with the Pa' production cross
sections (Fig. 9) and the assumed Isabelle and TEV I
luminosities results in Table S comparing the event
rates at the two machines. It is clear from this table
that PS', if it exists, can be found at Isabelle so
long as the vertex detector efficiency does not fall
below ~ 10%; success at TEV I will require ~ 50% effi
ciency.

TABLE 8. P~' produe ticD and detec ticD ra te comparison for Isabelle

if. = 800) and TEV I (Js = 2000). (Ref. 56.)

Js = BOO GeV, J.l:dt = 10
40 J. = 2000 GeV, f .l:dt = 10

37

rn p (GeV) Total Detected Total Detected

8 a(ob) Events Events "'ob) Events Events

100 200 2 X 10
6 2 X 105 2000 2 X 104 2 X 10

3

200 20 2 X 105 2 X 10
4

500 5 X 103 500

300 2 X 10
4

2 X 103 150 1. 5 X 10
3 150

400 0.2 2 X 103 200 60 600 60

energies are still too low for the wga to have a dra
matic effect on the subprocesses. Eichten finds that
the pp - PPK cross section is increased by ~ 50% and the
pp - PPX cross section by only 10%. His results for
the PsPa and p[QPLQ cross sections, per channel, are
shown in Fig. lJ for Isabelle and Fig. 14 for TEV I.

PsPs and PLQPLQ Production. Color SU(3) gauge in
variance implies the one- and two-gluon couplings to
PaPa and p[QPL- given in Table 6. Thus, these pairs
can be produce~ in high energy hadron-hadron collisions.
The basic sUbprocesses are GG - PP and qq - PP; the
latter is important only for pp collisions when /s ~

1-2 TeV. The naive lowest-order graphs are shown in Fig.
l2. 5S At high enough energies, the indicated s-channel
graphs in Fig. 12 should be vector-meson dominated by
the coupling of Ga to the technihadron Waa ' Eichten
has calculated the pair production cross sections in
cluding this effect as well as that of estimated scal
ing violations. 59 Unfortunately, Isabelle and TEV I

Fig. 13. The cross section for PtQPLQ and PaPa produc
tion at Isabelle (/s = aoo GeV) as a function of technipion
mass; from Ref. 59.
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Fig. 11. Results of a hypothetical search for PS' at
Isabelle with /s =800 GeV, f.£ dt =1040 cm- 2 ; from
Ref. 56.
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Fig. 14. The cross section for PrOPLQ and PSPS produc
tion at TEV I (/s ~ 2000 GeV) as a function of technipion
mass. The dashed curves do not include wga ; from
Ref. 59.
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Fig. 12. Feynman graphs for the subprocesses (a) GG
PP and (b) qq - PP. Curly lines are gluons, dashed
lines are technipions and solid lines are quarks. The
fourth graph in (a) and graph (b) are dominated by the
waa pole at high energies.



10 7 seconds per year.

The naive expectation also suggests IRet 1
2
«1. If this

is correct, then prospects for leptoquark production at
HERA (Is = 310 GeV) are slim. Clearly, a high-energy
machine, Is "" 1 TeV, is required for this job. Such
high ep energies are, in fact, achievable by a "cheap"
modification of the e+e- colliding linacs discussed
earlier. 55

Photoproduction of P~ and P§' in ep colliders has
been proposed by Grifols and Mendez. 6l The basic sub
processes they considered were y + G - Pg and PS', Where
the photon is quasireal. The yGPB couplings were given
in Table 5. For a gluon distribution function G(x) =
3(1- x)5, they obtained

where our canonical estimate as(mpB ) "" 0.1 was used.
The subprocesses ZO +G - Psand Pg' were overlooked by
Grifols and ~ndez, but they will not increase the pro
duction rates by more than a factor of 2 at very high
energies. If we assume an effective yp luminosity of
103 cm- 2 sec-I, we see that one can expect only ~ 10 Pg
produced per year at HERA energies.

The naive expectations that leptoquarks couple to
fermions like ordinary charged Higgses leads one to the
conclusion that their production in ep collisions is
dominated by the subprocess shown in Fig. 15. The c68sS
section has been calculated by Rudaz and Vermaseren.
They take the etPEU coupling constant to be 12 GJ mtRet'

where Ret is an unknown mixing angle factor. Assuming
m = 160 GeV and mt ~ 20 GeV, they find

PLQ'

{

31R t 1
2

pb at Is = 310 GeV
cr(ep-PEU+t+X) "" e 2 . (4B)

13IR I pb at 15 = 800GeV
et

(46b)

(47b)

(llIp =225 GeV)
8

(llIp = 250 GeV)
8

(llIp_ =150 GeV)
LQ

(llIp_ =175 GeV)
LQ

(47a)

(llIp =225 GeV)
8

(m =250 GeV)
P8

"" {1.0 X 10-
35

cm
2

0.5 x 10- 35 cm2

Thus, for this particular technicolor model, one can
expect at most a few hundred leptoquark pairs of each
species and practically no color octet pairs produced
per year at Isabelle. The decay topologies are similar
to those discussed for heavy technipion pair production
in ultrahigh energy e+e- annihilation. Clearly, this
meager sample of events will be swamped by backgrounds.
The number of technipion pairs of each type will
be no more than 50-100 at TEV I. There the background
levels will be 1000 times smaller than at Isabelle so
that, with adequate calorimetry and vertex detection,
they may be observable.

(m... ~ 150 GeV)
I'LQ

(llIp_ ~ 175 GeV)
LQ

(46a)

The expected cross sections at TEV I are:

For the technipion mass range of interest, the
cross sections expected at Isabelle are:

In our discussion of e+e- annihilation at ultra
high energies, we closed with a remark cautioning the
reader not to rely too heavily on the detailed results
of any specific technicolor model. The same applies
here, of course. Even if technicolor is correct, there
is no guarantee that technifermions carry ordinary
color - a necessary condition for the existence of
heavy colored technipions. If they do carry color,
they may belong to representations other than the tri
plet. This possibility would lead to a richer spectrum
of technipions, with different masses and production
cross sections than used here. Finally, it is impor
tant to keep in mind that there is an inherent uncer
tainty in calculations of technipion production in had
ron colliders. The correct parametrizations of the
gluon distribution function and of scaling violations
and the choice of AqCD are far from settled issues.
Different choices can and do lead to appreciably differ
ent cross section estimates.

We conclude that probes of the scalar sector by ep
colliders require center-of-mass energies of the order
of 1 TeV.

~t

Fig. 15. Dominant mechanism for technileptoquark pro
duction in ep collisions (taken from Ref. 60).If color triplet leptoquarks exist, they can be

found in ep collisions, if the colliders have high
enough energy and luminosity and adequate detectors.
It may also be possible to photoproduce color octet
technipions. Here we assume ~ep = 1032 cm- 2 sec- l for
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